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NEW RELEASES FOR SALE

Bela Bartok
COLLECTED WRITINGS in Hungarian
(Edited by Andras Szollosy)

Boris Blacher
200,000 TALER  German Libretto

Alberto Ginastera
DON RODRIGO  Vocal score

Andre Jolivet
THIRD SYMPHONY  Full score
Pocket score (HPS 852)

Peter Maxwell Davies
ANTECHRIST  Full score
THE SHEPHERDS’ CALENDAR  Full score

Igor Stravinsky
MAVRA  Full score
Study score (HPS 843)

Hugo Wolf
TWO SACRED SONGS  Full score
from the
SPANISCHES LIEDERBUCH
with instrumentation by
Igor Stravinsky

BOOSEY & HAWKES
POCKET SCORES

CONCERTO FOR ORCHESTRA ... ... ... HPS 79
CONCERTO FOR PIANO AND ORCHESTRA No.3 HPS 100
CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN AND ORCHESTRA No.1 HPS 710
CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN AND ORCHESTRA No.2 HPS 81
CONTRASTS for violin, clarinet, and piano ... ... HPS 723
DIVERTIMENTO FOR STRING ORCHESTRA ... HPS 28
RHAPSODY No.1 FOR VIOLIN AND ORCHESTRA ... HPS 657
RHAPSODY No.2 FOR VIOLIN AND ORCHESTRA ... HPS 658
SONATA FOR TWO PIANOS AND PERCUSSION ... HPS 51
STRING QUARTET No.6 ... ... ... ... HPS 25
SUITE No.2, Op.4 ... ... ... ... HPS 607

BOOSEY & HAWKES

‘THE RITE OF SPRING’ SKETCHES 1911-1913

Facsimile Reproductions

Foreword by Francois Lesure. Preface by Robert Craft. 168 pages of sketches. Appendix: Commentary by Robert Craft; letters of Stravinsky to N. Roerich and N. F. Findelzen; Stravinsky’s choreographic notes for Nijinsky; the performance of the Rite by Robert Craft.

“Sketches and drafts have a collector’s value today, perhaps more paying to a composer than his completed score. Stravinsky’s principal sketchbook for The Rite of Spring was given by him to Diaghilev, who commissioned it. From Diaghilev’s heir, Boris Kochno, it has passed to André Meyer, who has allowed Boosey & Hawkes to publish the volume in facsimile, boosted by numerous essays including a comprehensive elucidation by Robert Craft of each sketch. This reproduction of the fine quality paper, pretty cover, multi-coloured inks, marginal notes and doodles, can be bought for £15. For those who can raise the money it is a precious possession.

. . . Certainly everybody who knows the Rite and reads music will find the sketches totally absorbing . . . And those who know this most haunting of twentieth century compositions only as listeners will find it worth while to read the essays and look at the succession of tiny germinal jottings which grow, little by little, into the revolutionary score.”

The Times

Order through your local music dealer or direct from the publishers.
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AARON COPLAND
Instrumental music

Violin and Piano

HOE-DOWN (from the ballet Rodeo)
NOCTURNE
SONATA (1943)
UKULELE SERENADE
WALTZ and CELEBRATION (from the ballet Billy the Kid)
Edited by Louis Kaufman

Violoncello and Piano

WALTZ and CELEBRATION (from the ballet Billy the Kid)
Edited by Gregor Piatigorsky.
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Rudall, Carte and Co. Ltd.

Makers of the finest
hand crafted Flutes

Specialist manufacturers of
G Alto Flutes and C Bass Flutes

Brochure and “Approach to the Flute”
by Mr. Geoffrey Gilbert on request

8-10 DENMAN ST., PICCADILLY CIRCUS, LONDON W.1.
GERRARD 1648